
HEALTH INSPECTIONS

The area must be clear from any pets or area used for sleeping,

dining, food storage/preparation, bathing and washroom

purposes.

A sink that is only accessible to the technicians, not in a

washroom or kitchen dedicated for the purpose of hand

washing and instrument processing. The sink must be:   

readily accessible to each service area

equipped with suitable counter space or similar surface

nearby for soaking/drying equipment- supplied with liquid

soap and single use towels in a suitable dispenser or a hot air

dryer

constructed of stainless steel and of suitable size

have permanent hot and cold running water

 A washroom must be provided with a toilet and a hand wash

basin, equipped with liquid soap and single use towels in a

suitable dispenser or a hot air dryer.

All work surfaces shall be constructed of smooth, non-porous

and cleanable materials (ie. painted drywall, vinyl composite

tiles, linoleum or sealed concrete, etc.) and these must be in

good repair.

Below are guidelines to follow in order to pass a health

inspection: 

1.

2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

3.

4.



HEALTH INSPECTIONS

5. Work areas must be adequately lit and ventilated.

6. Client contact surfaces (treatment tables, chairs, headrests, etc.)

must have smooth, non-porous and easy to clean finish, and these

must be in good repair

7. If linens are used, they must be changed between each client.

8. Adequate storage space must be available for equipment,

instruments and supplies.

9. Suitable garbage containers must be readily available,

maintained and emptied regularly.

10. Approved disinfectants (Such as PreEmpt, Cavicide, or CS20) for

disinfecting equipment, surfaces and reusable instruments must

be available.

11. An acceptable skin antiseptic shall be provided for skin

preparation and post treatment.

12. Products such as regular-strength Barbicide, glass bead

sterilizers, and steam sterilizers are not acceptable. Rather, tools

must be completely submerged in a disinfectant solution, for the

amount of time recommended by the manufacturer, and rinsed

clean before use.



HEALTH INSPECTIONS

13. Items that cannot be properly disinfected or are intended for

single use, must be discarded after each client use.

14. A puncture resistant container shall be provided for the

disposal of sharp objects.

15. Pigment, cosmetics, and other supplies must be labeled and

handled in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

16. Chemicals, detergents and cleaners must be stored, maintained

and prepared in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.



How to Handle Complaints and Concerns

Complaints and concerns are part of the territory when you have a

client-based business. It can be tempting to react immediately

and defensively however, focus on listening. Why are they

unhappy? Are there points you can agree with from your client? It

is best to listen in a non-aggressive, empathetic and receptive way.

By approaching the situation in this manner, you will properly

learn all the facts of their complaint, and may be able to defuse

their anger simultaneously.

Ask questions. 

After listening and understanding your client’s concerns, ask more

technical questions about the lashes themselves. What is it about

the lashes they don’t like? At what point during the procedure did

things start to go downhill for them? Allow the client to feel like

they are in control to help alleviate some negative feelings about

their appointment.

Provide Clarity.

Now that you know what your client is unhappy about, you can

briefly share your side of the story. The reason you made this

decision is because… you moved forward this way 

BUSINESS



because… you weren’t aware that… etc. This may help your client

understand your decisions or if you were acting on something that

they had miscommunicated. It is important to demonstrate to

your client that you were not careless in your performance and

hopefully they will restore their trust in you.

Offer a Solution.

Next, you should decide how you and your client can work

together to achieve the outcome they desire. If she feels her lashes

are too long, you can offer to fill them with shorter lashes at her

next appointment. If she feels that the lashes are bothering her,

you can offer to remove them. Create a game plan with actionable

steps to remedy the problem to your client’s satisfaction.

Act Accordingly.

Whatever solution you propose to your client must be met.

Confirm with your client that they accept the proposed solution

and ask them how they feel about the process. Lash clients are

return clients so we want to ensure that they are satisfied at their

next appointment. Don’t take complaints as a negative, and rather

take them as a lesson learned.

CLIENT CARE



Ways to Ensure Your Client is Caring for her Lashes

Sometimes just talking about lash aftercare can be overwhelming

to a client and they may not remember all of the steps so there are

different ways you can ensure your clients are caring for their

lashes. You can make follow-up calls/texts, hand out after-care

cards, have a section on your website that clients can refer to, etc.

The client must follow these instructions as there are possible

consequences if they do not (they may lose fibers quicker, they

may actually cause damage to their NL, or compromise their lash

health by not taking care of their lashes).

Client Photos

It is a great marketing strategy to have photos of your beautiful

lash work, however always be sure to get consent from your client

that it is okay to take their photo as well as use it for promotional

purposes.

CLIENT CARE



Lash Bed (esthetic bed, massage table, etc) for client to lay on

Lash Chair (ideally with wheels) for you to sit on while lashing

Trolley (to organize lash supplies)LED lamp that covers eye area

Magnifying glasses (to optimize vision - optional)

List of all Required Furniture and Equipment

ROOM SETUP

Room Ventilation

Air quality, room temperature and humidity all impact how

adhesive works and how a bond is formed. A good bond is

important for great lash retention. It is further important to have

good ventilation as the fumes from the adhesive can be

irritating. As previously mentioned, VOCs are a large group of

chemicals present in indoor/outdoor air. Short-term exposure to

high levels of some VOCs can cause breathing problems,

eye/nose/throat irritation and headaches while long-term

exposure can result in serious health effects such as increased

cancer rates. 

Room ventilation such as a fan or opening a window,  filters out

VOCs from the air which increases the air quality around us.



There are eyelash studio ventilation

devices such as The Whisper by Aerovex

which is a system that effectively

removes and captures cyanoacrylate

vapors and salon dust.

The vapors and dust are extracted at

the source before they are able to enter

the breathing ones of the lash artist and

client. Once captured, these irritating

vapors and dust are pulled through a

filtration system, neutralizing VOCs and

returning purified air into the salon.

ROOM SETUP

Have adequate insurance for your workspace

Ensure that your workspace is set up to pass a health inspection

Have a workspace free of hazards (extension cords, sharp

corners, etc)

Consider the flow of the room and make sure it is safe

Safety Considerations

It is your responsibility to take all precautions and steps in order to

provide a safe and pleasant experience to your client. Make sure

that ALL of the following apply:



Hygiene Considerations

Treatment rooms need to be clinically clean at all times. Fluffy

pillows, shag carpets, blankets, etc are not acceptable. For the

treatment room to be hygienic and pass a health inspection, all

furniture, equipment, decorative items and fixtures must have

smooth, non-porous surfaces that can be properly disinfected. If

linens are used, they must be changed between each client.

Furthermore, educate your clients on proper lash hygiene and

aftercare, and practice proper decontamination of tools,

workspace and equipment every time.

Proper Storage of Products and Tools for Sanitary Practices

Consider storage when setting up your workspace. All disinfected

items must be stored in a clean, covered container to keep them

clean and prevent contamination from airborne pathogens.

ROOM SETUP



Ergonomics is the study of efficiency in the working environment.

As a lash professional, you will spend many hours taking care of

your clients however it is important to also take care of yourself! If

you follow proper self-care tips, your body will thank you in the

long run!

ERGONOMIC SETUP

A comfortable seat that you can

properly position yourself in is crucial!

Your chair should be at a height that

allows your feet to lay flat on the floor.

There are ergonomic chairs available

that have a saddle seat to assist with

good posture for your back. Avoid

crossing your legs, and keep a small

gap between the back of your

knees and the front of your seat.

Your client’s bed height is another consideration to take. You

should always be looking out and over rather than up or down.

Ideally you want the client’s head to be as close to you as possible

so you are not reaching out to lash them.



ERGONOMIC SETUP

Stretches and Exercises for Lash Artists

If you’re working with your hands daily, they should be

conditioned with gentle exercise to prevent work-related injuries.

Take a few moments between clients to relieve tension in your

fingers and arms. 

Here are a few examples of exercises for lash artists:

Pull your fingers back toward your wrist gently, and hold for a

count of five.

Make tight fists with both hands and release. Repeat a few times.

Straighten both wrists and relax your fingers.

Let your arms hang loosely at your side with a gentle shake for a

few seconds.



WORK EFFECTIVELY

Once you have mastered the quality of application, there are
different methods you can take to increase your speed.

Average industry standard timing for lash artists:
Classic Full Set: 2-2.5 hours

Classic 2-3 week fill: 1-1.5 hours
Volume Full Set: 3-4 hours

Volume 2-3 week fill: 1.5-2 hours

 
Clean Lashes Upon Arrival
Always stress to your clients how important it is for them to come
in with clean lashes. The cleaner their lashes, the less time you will
have to prepare their lashes for application. Every minute spent
removing makeup residue or mascara on lashes, is a minute taken
from lashing. Clean lashes are important for a good and quicker
bond with the adhesive. Recommend Foaming Bubbles Lash
Shampoo with the brush for your client to take home.

Tighten in your Workspace
The less distance between your client and your supplies, the more
time saved. Evaluate your current set up to see where you can
minimize proximity going back and forth from product to client.
By having the lashes and adhesive closer to your client, you travel
less for pick up.

Isolation Time
If you isolate using both tweezers to find the lash, work on
isolating with just one tweezer. This way, the other tweezer can be
working simultaneously for lash pick up. Improving your natural
ability to isolate will greatly improve your speed of application.



WORK EFFECTIVELY

Optimize your Vision
As we are working with lashes, improper lighting or poor vision

can cause eye strain and headaches. Invest in good lighting that

covers both eyes -such as an LED ring light, or other LED lamps

made for lash extensions. Additionally, you can use magnifying

glasses so you can get a larger, closer look at lashes without

compromising your seated position.

Lash Map
You always need a plan when you are lashing. Having a visual of

where each length will go will keep the guesswork out of your

application by simply following the map. There are lash map

stickers that can be purchased by different lash companies, or

simply create your own by writing out your map on the eye gel

pad. As you become more confident in your skills, you may find

that you can mentally do simple lash

maps without the visuals.

Aftercare Talk
Talk to your client about aftercare during the application process.

Just Relax
This is a big one! When you just relax and focus on your task, your

flow of applying lashes will go more smoothly. Once you get a

routine down, things will become second nature and your speed

will increase.



BRANDING

Business Name & Logo

There some things you will want to consider before settling on any
lash business names, though! These four considerations will guide
you in the right direction.

1. Easy to Remember - Establish a name that is simple or catchy to
ensure your clients will not only remember you and come back but
to also spread the word about your business! 

2. Original - Creating a unique, original name will attract clientele
as you will already set the tone that you stand out from the
industry. Do some research first to make sure there is not another
business with the exact name.

3. Searchable - You want your business to come up when people
are searching for "lashes" on the Internet. For that reason, most
people choose to use “lash” or “lashes” as their searchable word.
Including "lash" into your business name is going to give you the
best search engine optimization (SEO – read all about the ins and
outs of it on Entrepreneur.com!) in this industry. It’s the word(s)
that you choose to pair it with that will make your business
unique.

4. Branding - The name you settle for your lash business will need
to flow well through all aspects of your business. Two important
pieces of establishing a brand are a logo and story. Start with a
logo. A logo will allow clients to be able to use visual memory
when identifying your business, not just linguistic memory! 



BRANDING

Next we want to have a story behind your brand. Clients who can
relate to or become emotionally connected to a business’s back
story will be clients for life! 

Business Email

Be sure to have a separate business email for your lash business to
keep all your client's inquiries, online purchases, and business
documents in one place! If you use your personal email as your
business email, things may get lost in spam or among other
emails.

Brainstorm your aesthetic

When starting your branding process, an idea phase is a necessity.
You can create a vision board or use a site such as Pinterest to
translate your thoughts and feelings about your brand into visual
clues that will create your brand's personality. You can find
inspiration from other businesses in the lash industry, other brands
you care about, moods or feelings you'd like to evoke in your
brand, and then break it down further. 

Think about the style you want your brand to have: classic, retro,
modern, minimalist, flirty, fun, etc. Decide on a color scheme you'd
like to  use throughout your brand. Look at different fonts and
choose something that connects with your vision. 



MARKETING

There are a number of ways you can get clients - exploring
multiple methods is a great way to spread the word of your
business!

Charge an Introduction Rate/Have a Promotion
This is also a good way to build up your portfolio as clients love
getting a good deal. Make sure to clearly state this is only an
introduction rate and will be offered for a limited time.

Give Incentives for Referrals/Reviews
Give your clients incentive to share their experience from your
salon. You can offer a discount off their next service when a new
client mentions their name, or for providing a review online. 
Google Reviews and Facebook Business page reviews are very
common places that a client can share their experience.

Create Business Cards/Appointment Cards/Loyalty Cards
Having business cards are great to give out to each client after
their appointment is over. If someone compliments your client’s
lashes, they can simply hand out your business card. Asking other
businesses to display your business cards or place it on a
community bulletin board is great free exposure as well
(restaurants, gyms, offices). In addition, you can offer discounted
prices to employees who work in these establishments (make sure
to have them show proof that they work there so you don’t get
taken advantage of). 



MARKETING

You can make your business card double as a coupon with a
percentage or dollar amount off their next service when
presenting the card. Always have business cards on hand wherever
you go so you can hand them out everywhere

Gift Certificates
Offer gift certificates and advertise them to your clients as a gift for
birthdays and holidays, or any other special occasions.

Create Social Media Business Accounts
Create business accounts on social media platforms (Instagram,
Facebook) that can showcase your portfolio. Seeing good work
encourages clients to feel confident when booking your service. To
take your social media to a higher level than just providing photos
of your work, create posts that educate the audience such as why
it’s important to clean your lashes, lash aftercare, Spring and Fall
lash sheds, etc. Let your personality shine through your social
media. You can give the audience background information on
yourself such as why you entered the lash industry, or simply be
yourself and have clients feel drawn to you.

Create an Online Presence
Aside from social media, having your own website is great for
providing clients with as much information as possible (FAQ, price
list, photos of your work) which also saves the time you would
spend answering common inquiries.



MARKETING

The more you increase your SEO (Search Engine Optimization), the

higher your website can be bumped up to the first pages of Google

searches.There are professionals who you can hire to boost your

SEO, or techniques you can find online to help as well (for

example: look up keywords in the industry, update your title tags

and meta descriptions on your website to keep content focused

and organized so Google can find value in it.)

Create a “Google my Business” account so you can place your

business on Google Maps. This will allow people who search

“lashes” to find your business.

Build Partnerships
Networking with other local business owners and cross-promoting

each other’s services can be mutually beneficial. You can exchange

business cards to display at each other’s establishments or create

an online contest that you both contribute prizes to (for example,

hold an Instagram giveaway contest where users must follow both

business’ accounts and like a post to be considered for the grand

prize). Partner up with wedding planners or photographers and

ask them to recommend you to any upcoming brides. Brides often

get lash extensions for their pre-wedding and wedding events and

can potentially become repeat clients. Hairdressers are also a

fantastic way of promoting your business as they spend all day

talking and love beauty as much as their clients do! 



SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Post a variety of relevant content to make your social media more

interesting (videos of lash removals, time lapse of doing a full set or

fill, lash quotes, products you recommend, etc). 

Download different apps on your phone to create fun visuals, or

add your logo on your images to mark your brand. The more

engagement you get on your social media, the more exposure you

will reach. 

Be consistent and regular with your posts. Caption posts that ask

for people’s opinions to get more comments on your posts (what is

your favourite lash style? Do you prefer classic or volume?). 

Scout for locals who have a large social media presence and offer

them a discounted rate in exchange for them to post about their

experience receiving your services. You can also offer them a

unique discount code (for example, if their name is Christine, then

the discount code can be “CHRISTINE10” for ten percent off) they

can provide to their audience. You will be able to see which

influencers gained you more clientele which is a good way to

determine who you should do future collaborations with.



SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Use Geotags and Hashtags

A geotag is a location tag added to an Instagram photo. There are

several benefits to geotagging. Adding a geotag to your photos

pins your location to that photo. Anytime an Instagram user clicks

on the same geotag on another photo, they will be able to find

your photo as well.

Instagram followers that live or work near your office are more

likely to feel a connection to your brand and interact with your

Instagram page if they know that you are located nearby.

Hashtags are words or string of words preceded by a “#” on

Instagram. They are clickable and searchable, so it is important to

use relevant hashtags to help other Instagram users find and

engage with your content.

Choose relevant hashtags over popular hashtags. Part of choosing

relevant hashtags is to know when to avoid trending yet generic

tags. For example, hashtags like #lashes, #lashextensions, while

very popular, won't get your brand noticed, but

#lashextensionsottawa has a more likely chance of being seen.



Take Good Photos

Having a good portfolio with high quality photos can be the

deciding factor for potential new lash clients to choose you over

another lash artist. A good camera makes a big difference in

quality of your photos. Make sure you brush the client’s lashes and

ensure all lashes are spread out properly when taking your photo.

Check that there are no loose lashes sitting on the client’s face, and

there are no tools or other distracting clutter in the photo so that

the focus remains on the fibers. Good lighting/no shadows will

further enhance your photo. There are many photo applications

you can download on your phone to improve the quality of your

photos (brighten, sharpen, crop) to make them look more

professional.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING


